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Section I. Fourteen (1a) Compulsory questions SSmarks

01. What do you understand by the terms below, used in drawing?

A. Scale
B. Title bloc

C. Lettering
D. A leader

E. Reducing scale

o5.

o6.

07.

08.

09.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

14.

o2. What do you understand by drawing board?

03. Give the standard size of drawing board according to the Indian Standard

Institution.

o,4. Outline FOUR domains where we need drawings and give the name of the
drawings related.

Enumerate any four characteristics of a good drawing.

What is meant by "dimensioning" in drawing?

Give the general rules for dimensioning.

List the types of lettering in drawing.

Give the THREE main uses of scales in engineering practices.

Classi[r the types of pencil according to their hardiness.

What do you understand by CAD? Give any TWO examples.

What are the types of roof construction?

Enumerate the t5rpes of angles existing in geometrical drawing.
Choose and outline SIX (6) types of polygons according to the number of sides.

Section II. Choose and answer any three (3) questions.

- Architectural utorking

5marks

2marks

6marks

4marks

2marks

2marks

3marks

Smarks

6marks

3marks

4marks

Smarks

6marks

6marks

SOmarks

15. Rewrite and fill in the following statements with appropriate answers chosen
from below:

a) The building construction industry relies on sets of ..... drawings to construct
homes and commercial buildings.

- Mechanical
- Isometic

b| The text height for room nalnes should be set to ..... for a drawing that will be
plotted to a scale of V+" : 1'-0".

(4";5";6";8")
cf The architectural drafter usually begins a set of working drawings by creating the

....plan first.

df Once the architect has ftnaTized the house plans with the client any changes to the
design requested by the client will require a ....

- Foundation
- Floor plan

- Change order
- Modification slip

- Eleuation
- B.uilding section

- Whole new set of drawings
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e) To insure that everyone understands what the electrical symbols represent it is
customary to include a .............. on the electrical sheet.

- Li"st - electicat legend
- partnumber - electicallager

0 On a floor plan the dashed line that appears approximately 24" outside the exterior
wall represents the ..............

- Sideutalk - plumbing drain lines
- roofouerhnng

gl The site plan illustrates
- the floor plan - uh.ere tLrc house sifs on the property
- the roof plan - tahere the qaraqe and driueulaq are located.

h) Generally, the units used on an architecturar drawing are set to

- Architectural - metic
- engineering - ciuil

il Elevation drawings will include information about ..............
roof pitch
Siding
windous stgle

j) There are two main types of projection:

- Parallel and orthographic - station-point and perspectiue
- Parallel and conuergent - perspectiue and parallel

lOmarks
16. Name the types of scaling used here below:

A.
1) 1:50 :t

21 1:1

31 5:1

B. What do you understand by an arc? Give the process followed to find the
center of an arc. l0marks

L7. A. Give the styles of freehand lettering. Give arso their sub-types.
B. Spacing is the distance which is to be left between two adjacent letters in lettering.

what are the rules for the space between two lines? lomarks

18. A. what is the value of the angle between the isometric axes?

B. What is a master plan?

C. If you are given to draw a classroom, what are the main things that you
may take into consideration and why? lomarks

19. Industrial objects are manufactured in different materials.

Use the conventional lines to indicate the material presented below: lOmarks
a. Steel, Cast iron, Copper d. Glass
b. Lead, Zinc, White metal e. Porcelain Ston'eware, marble
c. Brass, Bronze, Gun metal

V
-\-
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Section III. Choose and answer any one (lf question.

t

lSmarks

20. with free hand drawings, show the different types of windows hung.

21. Following the information given below, produce a floor plan view.

. Draw a 1200O x 14000 mm house, with 3 beds rooms, 2 batlrr room, kitchen, living
and dining room.

o The entrance double door and single door are 1600 x 24OO mm and 1OO0 x 24OO

mm respectively, internal doors are 9OO x 2100 mm, big windows are 15OO x 1500

22.

€sIt
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mm and the small ones are 600 x 90O mm.

The scale is 1/ 100 and all the dimensions in mm.

Reproduce this floor plan at the scale of 1/50, and if the elevation view shown is E-03
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